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The Artist and the Scientists
Bringing Prehistory to Life
By Peter Trusler, Patricia Vickers-Rich, Thomas H. Rich

This stunning book follows the development of selected works of art covering the last
600 million years of the geological record. Over more than thirty years Patricia, Tom
and Peter have travelled across Australia, New Zealand, Asia, the Americas, Africa and
Eastern Europe in search of the remains of early life, including ﬁsh, dinosaurs, birds and
mammals. Told from the viewpoints of both scientist and artist, the reader is given a
unique insight into the process of preserving and recording the evolution of prehistoric
life.
It is a unique personal account of how three people – two scientists (eminent
paleontologists Patricia Vickers-Rich and Thomas H. Rich) and one artist (Peter Trusler,
one of the finest Australian artists of scientific realism) – have worked together for
more than two decades to produce some of the best reconstructions of past times. The
art in the book is exceptional in its accuracy and quality and each chapter represents
a self-contained recollection (from both an artist’s and scientist’s perspective) of a
particular field trip – the people, the geography and the fossil discoveries leading to
the reconstruction of an ancient past.
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Award winning author team with
many publications, commissioned
artworks, and exhibitions to their
credit:
➤ Magnificient Mihirungs by P. Vickers-Rich &
Peter Murray received the Whitley Medal for best
book on the natural history of Australian animals
(2004)
➤ Dinosaurs of Darkness by T. H. Rich & P.
Vickers-Rich received the Eureka Prize (2000)
➤ Wildlife of Gondwana was
awarded both the the Eureka Prize
and the Whitley Medal (1993 1994)
➤ Peter Trusler has provided the art
for the second largest stamp issue
in the history of Australia Post on
Australian Dinosaurs
➤ Peter has worked for National Geographic and
together with Patricia and Tom produced the cover
of Time Magazine in 1993

Double-page spread from “The Artist and the Scientists”

• Spans over a period of 600 million years
• Depicts not just dinosaurs, but also fish,
birds and mammals
• Discoveries that originate from all over
the world - Australia, New Zealand, Asia, the
Americas, Africa and Eastern Europe
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Take a look inside the book...
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The Scientist: Pat
I’ve never been one to be bothered by motion, but the closest I ever came to being
airsick was in a plane – sitting on the ground – in the Esquel Airport, western Patagonia.
That feeling was preceded by our small plane touching down about 20 metres to the
left of the airstrip! We had missed the runway because the wind was so strong (around
100km/hr) that it had forced the plane, if it were to land, slightly off course.
Wind … that’s Patagonia. This is the land of incredible winds – a place ‘where the
wind bites’. There were days when my crew and I had been prospecting near the little
settlement of Paso de Indios when the wind was so fierce that it blew rocks in my face
– and those rocks were not so small!
Patagonia is many things: a wild place, one of the last wild frontiers on Earth. Tom
and I, and our children and crew, went to Patagonia in our search for the bones and
132 THE ARTIST AND THE SCIENTISTS
teeth of long-extinct
animals, just as had Charles Darwin more than 100 years before.
Darwin was a young man when he trod the vast deserts of this far southern land, but
he found bones much younger than the ones we were after – his were only a few
million years old and ours more than 100 million.
My crew and I were on the trail of dinosaurs of a similar age to those we had
previously found in Australia. Tom, though willing to work with dinosaur bones, much
preferred Mesozoic mammals. We had flown to Patagonia – part way on Qantas,
the airline for which we had named a little plant-eating ornithopod, Qantassaurus
intrepidus, recovered from the hard sandstones and silts that were exposed along the
southeastern coast of Australia. This seemed an auspicious beginning. Maybe luck
would be with us.
The dinosaur-bearing sediments that Tom, I and our crews had worked in Australia
ranged in age from around 105 to 120 million years old. Similar-aged rocks, and some
slightly older, also were exposed all over Chubut Province in Patagonia – some even
Jurassic, the time period popularised by Spielberg’s film.
Why search Patagonia and not some other place? Our decision to do this was
in part careful calculation, but also more due to serendipity. In 1993 Tom and I were
invited to attend a meeting to be held in the town of Trelew, initially settled in the 19th
century by Welsh immigrants. Trelew lies well south in Patagonia, and is a place where
one can still get a meal sporting the entire body of a cow or sheep, guts and all, along
with a proper Welsh afternoon tea, ordered from a Spanish menu.
In 1994, the Museo Paleontologico Egidio Feruglio (MEF) held a meeting, the First
International Symposium on Gondwana Dinosaurs. Ruben Cuñeo was the director
of the museum, and he sent an invitation for Tom and me to attend. We managed
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Figure 7.18 ‘Japanese giant salamander – larval studies’ (2003): notes and sketches from Asa Zoo,
Hiroshima, Japan. Graphite on paper, 22 x 23 cm, collection of the artist (P. Trusler).
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➤ Thomas H. Rich is a Curator at the Museum

of Victoria in Melbourne

➤ Patricia Vickers-Rich is currently the Founding
Director of the Monash Science Centre. She is
past President of the Australian Association of
Palaeontologists
➤ Together they been awarded numerous
prizes for excellence in science communication
including the Selwyn Medal by the Geological
Society of Australia and The Clarke Medal of
the Royal Society of New South Wales
Double-page spread from “The Artist and the Scientists”
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The Artist: Peter
One of the most significant features of any deliberations in palaeontology is regard
for matters that are not known. The record is, by its very nature, fragmentary, and our
view of moments in time is based on a multitude of opportunistic ‘windows’. We have
snapshots of the past that have been taken through these windows, as if through
filters that provide only a little of the information that could have been in the picture.
The ultimate task is to painstakingly assemble the ever-expanding album of information
from every individual glimpse thus obtained. It is this that leads to our understanding
of the past: it begins to build an idea of the biota, an understanding of the environment
and a comprehension of the pattern of processes that have interacted to produce the
changes on earth throughout time.
Another key part of that process of information gathering from each of these
windows, and of understanding any patterns that emerge, is the testability of those data
and the hypotheses built on the data against other input gathered from new windows.
My illustrative presentation of a partial sauropod dinosaur specimen from the
Jurassic of Argentina encapsulates such a process. Here I was presented with a
well-preserved, articulated specimen about which a great deal was known: the
environment in which it lived and the
in AND
which THE
it died.
The detail of the
164circumstances
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vertebral column alone was sufficient to indicate that this creature was new to science,
but its exact identity remained a mystery because the skeleton had no associated
head. This situation was not unfamiliar to me, and is certainly a scenario familiar to
palaeontologists. My wildlife watching and beach-combing experiences have informed
me that the relatively delicate or complex structures, such as the heads of animals,
are often broken or completely detached from corpses either in the process of decay
or through scavenging. Finding the torso or only
the most robust
is the
more
But Dromornis
was tobones
be cover
art,
essentially advertising art for a book that
likely scenario. Palaeontologists have devoted
entire
branches of –study
to specialised
was one
of involvement
with enormous
detail about functional anatomy, complex
parts of animal anatomy, such as teeth, simply
because
they are
only parts How
of thecould I best encapsulate all this faithfully
theoretical
argument
andthe
hypotheses.
skull that commonly survive. For instance,
Tom’s
years
ofcover’s
work looking
and
still fulfil
the
role? for Mesozoic
mammals in Australia have revealed many specimens,
virtually
all isolated teeth
The focus of
the investigation
aboutand
the origins of the mihirungs had centred on
fragments of lower jaws. Detailed studiestheir
andskull
meaningful
comparisons
can the
still stumbling
be
anatomy.
This had been
block to the work on Genyornis, but
made through the collection of a series of
similar
and commonly
preserved
the
new material
from older
speciesskeletal
was finally beginning to reveal some answers. The
elements, whether they be teeth, thigh bones
or Creek
the central
portions
of vertebrae.
The beautifully preserved and fully threeBullock
site, in
particular,
was providing
studies of invertebrate palaeontology aredimensional
often basedspecimens
exclusivelythat
on the
external
hard
could
be acid-etched
almost in their entirety from the
enclosing limestone. The Alcoota site was providing large samples of younger material,
also reasonably preserved. The details of cranial features could now be documented in
a number of species, and their similarities to primitive waterfowl could be seen. I now
had meaningful modern analogues, detailed osteology and substantial biomechanical
interpretations from which to reconstruct anatomy, integument and behaviour.
Dromornis was big: it had a head the size of a horse’s head! Furthermore, these
birds had been described in the popular press as ‘the demon ducks of doom’, and
the scientific debate about their dietary preferences had been seriously skewed in the
mainstream imagination. This was an interesting point to me, because it highlighted
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Figure 9.9 ‘Dromornis stirtoni – cranial muscle reconstruction’ (2001). Graphite on paper, 38 x 52 cm,
Queen Victoria Museum & Art Gallery collection, Launceston, Australia (P. Trusler).
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